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Planets such as the Earth cannot form unless elements heavier
than helium are available. These heavy elements, or “metals,” were
not produced in the Big Bang. They result from fusion inside stars
and have been gradually building up over the lifetime of the Uni-
verse. Recent observations indicate that the presence of giant extra-
solar planets at small distances from their host stars is strongly cor-
related with high metallicity of the host stars. The presence of these
close-orbiting giants is incompatible with the existence of Earth-like
planets. Thus, there may be a Goldilocks selection effect: with too
little metallicity, Earths are unable to form for lack of material; with
too much metallicity, giant planets destroy Earths. Here I quantify
these effects and obtain the probability, as a function of metallicity,
for a stellar system to harbor an Earth-like planet. I combine this
probability with current estimates of the star formation rate and of
the gradual buildup of metals in the Universe to obtain an estimate
of the age distribution of Earth-like planets in the Universe. The
analysis done here indicates that three-quarters of the Earth-like
planets in the Universe are older than the Earth and that their av-
erage age is 1.8± 0.9 billion years older than the Earth. If life forms
readily on Earth-like planets—as suggested by the rapid appear-
ance of life on Earth—this analysis gives us an age distribution for
life on such planets and a rare clue about how we compare to other
life which may inhabit the Universe. c© 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: terrestrial planets; extrasolar planets; cosmochem-
istry; planetary formation; planets.
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Observations of protoplanetary disks around young star
star-forming regions support the widely accepted idea that pl
formation is a common by product of star formation (e.
Beckwithet al.2000). Our Solar System may be a typical pla
etary system in which Earth-like planets accrete near the
star from rocky debris depleted of volatile elements, while
ant gaseous planets accrete in the ice zones (&4 AU) around
rocky cores (Boss 1995, Lissauer 1995). When the rocky c
in the ice zones reach a critical mass (∼10 mEarth) runaway
gaseous accretion (formation of Jupiters) begins and contin
until a gap in the protoplanetary disk forms or the disk dissipa
(Papaloizou and Terquem 1999, Habinget al.1999). The pres-
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Earths and Jupiters.
We cannot yet verify if our Solar System is a typical plan

tary system or how generic the pattern described above is.
Doppler technique responsible for almost all extrasolar pla
detections (Mayor and Queloz 1995, Butleret al.2000 and ref-
erences therein) is most sensitive to massive close-orbiting p
ets and is only now allowing detection of planetary systems
ours, i.e., Jupiters at&4 AU from nearby host stars. The Doppl
technique has found more than 40 massive (0.2 . m/mJup . 10)
extrasolar planets in close (0.05 . a . 3 AU), often eccentric
orbits around high metallicity host stars (Schneider 2000). I
fer to all of these giants as “hot Jupiters” because of their h
mass and proximity to their central stars. Approximately 5%
the Sun-like stars surveyed possess such giant planets (M
and Butler 2000). Thus there is room in the remaining 95%
stars to harbor planetary systems like our Solar System.

It is not likely that giant planets have formed in situ so clo
to their host stars (Bodenheimeret al. 2000). It is more likely
that after formation in the ice zone, these giants moved thro
the habitable zone, destroyed nascent Earths (or precluded
formation), and are now found close to their host stars (
et al. 1996). How this migration occurred is an active field
research. However, independent of the details of this migra
recent detections of extrasolar planets are telling us more a
where Earths are not, than about where Earths are.

The aims of this paper are to use the most recent observat
data to quantify the metallicity range compatible with the pr
ence of Earths and estimate the age distribution of Earth
planets in the Universe. The outline of the analysis is as follo

1. Compare the metallicity distribution of stars hosting h
Jupiters with the metallicity distribution of stars in the so
neighborhood to obtain the probability of hosting hot Jupit
(and therefore the probability of destroying Earths).

2. Assume that starting in extremely low metallicity stars,
probability to produce Earths increases linearly with metallic
(this assumption is discussed in Section 2.2).

3. Combine items 1 and 2 above to estimate the probab
of harboring Earths as a function of metallicity (Fig. 1).
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FIG. 1. If metallicity had no effect on planet formation we would expe
the metallicity distribution of stars hosting hot Jupiters (giant, close-orbi
extrasolar planets, dark gray) to be an unbiased subsample of the distribut
Sun-like stars in the solar neighborhood (light gray). However, hot Jupiter h
are more metal-rich. Hot Jupiters have the virtue of being Doppler-detectabl
they destroy or preclude the existence of Earths in the same stellar system
given metallicity, the probability of destroying Earths is the ratio of the num
of hot Jupiter hosts to the number of stars surveyed (Eq. (1)). The proba
of harboring Earths (Eq. 2) is based on the assumption that the producti
Earths is linearly proportional to metallicity but is cut off at high metallicity b
the increasing probability to destroy Earths. The upperx-axis shows the linear
metal abundance.

4. Use current estimates of the star formation rate in
Universe (Fig. 2A) and observations of high redshift metallicit
to estimate the metallicity distribution of star-forming regio
as a function of time (Fig. 2B).

5. Combine items 3 and 4 above to estimate the age distr
tion of Earth-like planets in the Universe (Fig. 2C).

2. HARBORING AND DESTROYING EARTHS

Figure 1 shows the metallicity distribution of 32 stars host
hot Jupiters whose metallicities have been published (Gonz
2000, Table 1, Butleret al.2000, Table 4, and references therei
The fact that these hosts are significantly more metal-rich t
Sun-like stars in the solar neighborhood has been reported
discussed in several papers, including Gonzalez (1997, 1
2000), Fordet al. (1999), Quelozet al. (2000), and Butler
et al. (2000). The metallicity distribution of Sun-like stars
Fig. 1 is a linear combination of similar histograms in Somm
Larsen (1991) and Rocha-Pinto and Maciel (1996). These
references were chosen because their G dwarf samples are

from the solar neighborhood and, although they are not ident
to the metallicity distribution of the target stars that have be
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searched for planets using the Doppler technique, they are
representatives of these stars.

Let the observed metallicity distribution of the Sun-like st
hosting giant planets beNH (M), whereM = [Fe/H]≡ log
(Fe/H)− log(Fe/H)̄ ≈ log(Z/Z¯), andZ¯ = 0.016 is the mas
fraction of metals in the Sun. In Fig. 1, the distribution of Su
like stars,N(M), has been normalized so that the 32 host s
represent 5.6% (the average planet-finding efficiency given
Marcy and Butler (2000)), of the total. That is, each bin ofN(M)
has been rescaled such that 0.056

∑
i N(Mi ) = 32. Target stars

have not been selected for metallicity. Although Doppler sh
can be measured with slightly more precision in metal-rich st
and metal-rich stars are slightly brighter for a given spectral t
(leading to a Malmquist bias), these two selection effects are
timated to be minor compared to the difference between
distributions in Fig. 1 (Butleret al.2000).

2.1. Probability of Destroying Earths

For a given metallicity, an estimate of the relative probabi
that a star will host a hot Jupiter is the ratio of the numbe
stars hosting hot Jupiters to the number of stars targeted,

PDE(M) = NH (M)

N(M)
. (1)

This is plotted in Fig. 1 and labeled “probability of destroyi
Earths.” At low metallicity,PDE(M) is low and remains low
until solar metallicity, where it rises steeply. This probabil
predicts that more than 95% of Sun-like stars withM > 0.4
will have a Doppler-detectable hot Jupiter,∼20% ofM ∼ 0.2
stars will have one, and∼5% of solar metallicity stars (M ∼
M¯ ≡ 0) will have one. These predictions are also suppo
by independent observations:

• A star with extremely high metallicity was included in th
target list because of its high metallicity (M = 0.5). A planet,
BD-10 3166, was found around it (Butleret al.2000). This star
was not included in Fig. 1 because of selection bias, but
result does support the probability calculated here:PDE(M =
0.5)∼ 1.
• Thirty-four thousand stars in the globular cluster Tuca

47(M = −0.7) were monitored with HST for planets transitin
the disks of the hosts. Fifteen or 20 such transits were pred
based on an∼5% planet-finding efficiency (assumed to be ind
pendent of metallicity and stellar environment). None has b
found (Gillilandet al. 2000). This result is consistent with th
probability calculated here,PDE(M = −0.7)∼ 0, but Gilliland
et al. (2000) also suggest that the lack of planets could be
to high stellar densities disrupting planetary stability.

The width of the “probability of destroying Earths” regio
has been set by the errors on the terms in Eq. (1). The re
is broad enough to containPDE(M)’s calculated when alterna
ical
en
tive estimates ofN(M) are used singly or in combination (e.g.,
Sommer-Larsen 1991, Rocha-Pinto and Maciel 1996, Favata
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et al.1997) and when a range of planet-finding efficiencies
assumed (3 to 10%). Thus, the curve is fairly robust to va
tions in both the estimates of the metallicity distribution of
target stars and to varying estimates of the efficiency of find
hot Jupiters. When larger numbers of hot Jupiters are found
the metallicity distribution of the target stars is better know
the newPDE(M) should remain in (or very close to) the regi
labeled “probability of destroying Earths” in Fig. 1.

2.2. The Probability of Producing Earths

The probability of producing Earths is zero at zero metallic
and increases as metals build up in the Universe. The qu
tive validity of this idea is broadly agreed upon (Trimble 19
Whittet 1997), but it is difficult to quantify. During star form
tion, varying degrees of fractionation transform a stellar me
licity disk into rocky and gaseous planets. Simulations of ter
trial planet formation by Wetherill (1996) suggest that the m
of rocky planets within 3 AU is approximately proportional to t
surface density of solid bodies in the protoplanetary disk. In
low surface density regime (∼3 g/cm2), where finding enough
material to make an Earth is a problem, the number of plane
the mass range 0.5< m/mEarth < 2 increases roughly in propo
tion to the surface density, i.e., to the metallicity. This increas
not because the overall number of planets increases but be
the masses (of a constant number of planets) increase, b
ing them into the Earth-like mass range. These simulations
be the best evidence we currently have to support the idea
in the low metallicity regime, the probability of forming Eart
is linearly proportional to metallicity. This also suggests that
earliest forming Earths orbit minimal metallicity stars and ar
the low mass end of whatever definition of “Earth-like” is be
used.

Similar considerations apply to Jupiter formation but a
slightly higher surface density threshold. Weidenschilling (19
finds that a 10 g/cm2 disk surface density is not quite enough
initiate runaway Jupiter formation but that a modest increas
surface density will. These simulations support the standard
accretion models of planet formation and suggest that plane
mation (both rocky and gaseous) is enhanced when more m
are available.

In this analysis I make the simple assumption that the ab
to produce Earths is zero at low metallicity and increases line
with metallicity of the host star. Specifically, letPPE(M) be the
relative ability to produce Earths as a function of metallicit
assume the following:

• PPE(M) ∝ Z (Earth production is proportional to the abu
dance of metals).
• PPE(M = −1.0)= 0. That is, at very low metal abundan

(Z/Z¯ ∼ 1/10), the probability of producing Earths is 0. T
represent the uncertainty in this zero probability boundary c

dition, the range 1/20< Z/Z¯ < 1/5 is shown in Fig. 1. This
assumption is discussed later.
RIAL PLANETS IN THE UNIVERSE 309
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• The most metallic bin,M = 0.6, is assigned the probabilit
of 1: PPE(M = 0.6)= 1.

2.3. Probability of Harboring Earths

The probability of a stellar system harboring Earths,PHE(M),
is the probability of producing Earths times the probability
not destroying them,

PHE(M) = PPE(M)× [1− PDE(M)]. (2)

This probability of harboring Earths is plotted in Fig. 1. Sta
ing at low metallicity, it rises linearly and then gets cut o
sharply atM& 0.3. It peaks atM = 0.135, has a mean o
−0.063, and a median of−0.036. The 68% confidence range
[−0.38<M < 0.21]. PHE(M) can be used to focus terrestri
planet search strategies. For example, to maximize the cha
of finding Earths, NASA’s terrestrial planet finder (TPF) shou
look at stars with metallicities within the 68% confidence ran
and in particular near the peak ofPHE(M). Also, since there is
a radial metallicity gradient in our Galaxy,PHE(M) can be used
to define a galactic metallicity-dependent habitable zone an
gous to the water-dependent habitable zones around stars
can be done by replacing “t” in Eqs. (3), (4), and (6) with galactic
radius “R” and replacing theSFR(t) with the density of Sun-like
starsρ(R).

The Sun (M¯ ≡ [Fe/H]≡ 0) is more metal-rich than∼2/3
of local Sun-like stars and less metal-rich than∼2/3 of the stars
hosting close-orbiting extrasolar planets. The high value ofM¯
(compared to neighboring stars) and the low value compare
hot Jupiter hosts may be a natural consequence of the Goldi
metallicity selection effect discussed here (see also Gonz
1999).

Models need to simultaneously explain the presence of
Jupiters close to the host star, the high metallicity of the h
stars (specifically the steepness of the rise inPDE seen in Fig. 1)
and the small eccentricities of the closest-orbiting planets
the large eccentricities of the planets further out. Planet–pl
gravitational scattering may provide a natural way to exp
these features (Weidenschillling and Marzari 1996, Rasio
Ford 1996, Lin and Ida 1997). Higher metallicity of the pro
planetary disk enhances the mass and/or number of giant
ets, thereby enhancing the frequency of gravitational encoun
among them. Simulations with up to nine planets have been d
(Lin and Ida 1997) and, apparently, “the more the merrier.” T
is, the more planets there are, the more likely one is to get s
tered into a sub-AU orbit. The least massive planets suffer
largest orbital changes. Thus the least massive are more l
to be ejected, but they also are more likely to be gravitation
scattered into orbits with small periastrons which can beco
partially circularized either by tidal circularization or by the i

fluence of a disk (provided the disk has not dissipated before the
scattering).
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3. STAR FORMATION RATE OF THE UNIVERSE

The observational determination of the star formation r
(SFR) of the Universe has been the focus of much current w
which we summarize in Fig. 2A. Various sources indicate aSFR
at high redshift an order of magnitude larger than the cur
SFR. Initial estimates in which a peak of star formation w
found at redshift 1. z . 2 are being revised as new eviden
indicates that there may be no peak in the star formation rat
to the maximum redshifts available (z∼ 5).

Let us restrict our attention to the set of Sun-like stars (sp
tral types F7–K1, in the mass range 0.8 . m/m¯ . 1.2) that
have ever been born in the Universe. Since∼5% of the mass
that forms stars forms Sun-like stars, the star formation rate
function of time,SFR(t), can be multiplied byA ∼ 0.05 to yield
the age distribution of Sun-like stars in the Universe. Here,
standard simplification is made that the stellar initial mass fu
tion is constant. If low mass star formation is suppressed in
metallicity molecular clouds (Nishi and Tashiro 2000) then
1.5 Gyr delay betweenSFRandPFR(Section 5) is even longe

If all Sun-like stars formed planets irrespective of their me
licity, then the planet formation rate in the Universe would eq
A× SFR(t), shown in Fig. 2A. However, Fig. 1 indicates th
metallicity is a factor which should be taken into account. Th
we estimate the Earth-like planet formation rate,PFR(t), orbit-
ing Sun-like stars as

PFR(t) = A× SFR(t)× f (t), (3)

where f (t) is the fraction of stars being formed at timet which
are able to harbor Earths. If all Sun-like stars formed plan
and metallicity had no effect on terrestrial planet formation,
would have f (t) = 1. If we knew that on average one out
every thousand Sun-like stars had an Earth-like planet (and
number did not depend on the metallicity of the star), then
planet formation rate would bePFR(t) = A× SFR(t)× 0.001,
which is just a rescaling of theSFRin Fig. 2A. A plausible first
approximation could havef (t) ∝M(t). That is, the higher the
average metallicity of the Universe, the higher the efficiency w
which star formation produces Earths. In this analysis, howe
this guess is improved on by taking into account the disper
of metallicity of star-forming regions around the mean at a
given time, as well as by including the metallicity-depend
selection effect for harboring Earths. When these are taken
consideration,f (t) becomes an integral over metallicity,

f (t) ≈
∫

P(M,M(t)) PHE(M) dM, (4)

wherePHE was derived above andP(M,M(t)) is a Gaussian

parametrization of the metallicity distribution of star-formin
regions in the Universe (Eq. (6)).
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FIG. 2. These three panels show (A) current estimates for the evolutio
the star formation rate in the Universe, (B) current estimates of the buildu
metallicity in the Universe, and (C) the age distribution of Earths in the Unive
The cumulative effect of star formation is to gradually increase the metall
of the Universe. The cumulative integral of the star formation rate in A (Eq.
is plotted in B. A combination (Eq. (4)) of the probability of harboring Ear
(Eq. (2)) with the metallicity of the Universe as a function of time (Eq. (
yields an estimate (Eq. (3)) of the age distribution of Earths in the Universe
The star formation rates in A are from a compilation in Bargeret al.(2000). The
gray band represents the uncertainty in the star formation rate and co
the width of the gray bands in B and C. In B, the metallicity distributions
various stellar populations are plotted and are consistent with this univ
metallicity plot. The metallicity distribution of the stars in the Milky Way ha
(Laird et al. 1988) is represented by the dark gray (68% confidence le
and light gray (95% confidence level) and is plotted at its time of forma
(Lineweaver 1999). The metallicity distributions of stars in the Milky Way d
(Favataet al. 1997), of massive OB stars (Gummersbachet al. 1998), and of
stars hosting hot Jupiters are similarly represented. The probability of harb
Earths,PHE from Fig. 1, is plotted in the top left of B. The “+” signs in B are
the metallicity of damped Lyman-α systems from a compilation by Wasserbu
and Qian (2000). The age range of the disk metallicity has been reduced
comparison with the OB stars and the hot Jupiter hosts. The thin solid line
is the star formation rate from A, rescaled to the current Earth formation ra
the formation of Earths had no metallicity dependence (or any other depen
on a time-dependent quantity) it would be identical to such a rescaling o
star formation rate. The∼1.5 Gyr delay between the onset of star formati

and the onset of Earth formation is due to the metallicity requirements for Earth
formation.
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4. THE BUILDUP OF METALLICITY IN THE UNIVERSE

The Universe started off with zero metallicity and a co
plete inability to form Earths. The metallicity of the Univers
gradually increased as a result of star formation and its by p
ucts: various types of stellar novae and stellar winds. Vari
observations form a consistent picture of the gradual increa
metallicity of the Universe (Fig. 2B).

The star formation rate plays a dual role in this analysis si
stars make planets (PFR∝SFR, Eq. (3)) and stars make metal
dM
dt (t)∝SFR(t). Integration of this last proportionality yield

the increasing mean metallicity,M(t), of star-forming regions
in the Universe: ∫ t

0
SFR(t ′) dt′ ∼M(t). (5)

The resultingM(t) is plotted in Fig. 2B (thick line). The gray
area aroundM(t) reflects the spread in the estimates of theSFR
(gray area in A). Metallicity observations in our Galaxy a
at large redshifts are available to check the plausibility of t
integral and are shown in Fig. 2B.

At any given timet , some star-forming regions have lo
metallicity while some have high metallicity. We parametri
this spatial dispersion around the mean by a time-depen
Gaussian centered onM(t):

P(M,M(t)) = 1

σ
√

2π
exp

[
(M−M(t))2

2σ 2

]
. (6)

The current metallicity distribution of OB stars in the thin di
(Gummersbachet al. 1998), which may be our best estima
of the current mean metallicity of star-forming regions in t
Universe, is used to normalize this function,M(to) = 0.63, and
provide the dispersion,σ = 0.3.

5. THE AGE DISTRIBUTION OF EARTHS
IN THE UNIVERSE

Performing the integral in Eq. (4) and inserting the result in
Eq. (3) yields an estimate of the terrestrial planet formation r
in the Universe, which is also the age distribution of Earths
biting Sun-like stars in the Universe. This distribution is plott
in Fig. 2C and indicates that the average age of Earths aro
Sun-like stars is 6.4± 0.9 billion years. The error bar represen
the uncertainty in theSFR(shown in Fig. 2A) as well as the rang
of assumptions about the low metallicity tail ofPFE, discussed
below. Thus, the average Earth in the Universe is 1.8± 0.9 bil-
lion years older than our Earth. And, if life exists on some
these Earths, it will have evolved, on average, 1.8 billion years

longer than we have on Earth. Among these Earths, 74± 9% are
older than our Earth while 26± 9% are younger; 68% of Earths
RIAL PLANETS IN THE UNIVERSE 311
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in the Universe are between 3.3 and 9.3 Gyr old while 95% are
between 0.6 and 10.5 Gyr old.

The time delay between the onset of star formation and
onset of terrestrial planet formation is the difference betw
thex-intercept of the thin and thick solid lines in Fig. 2C. Th
delay is∼1.5± 0.3 Gyr and has an important dependence
the low metallicity tail of PHE, specifically, on the metallicity
for which PFE(M) = 0 has been assumed. To estimate the
pendence of the main result on this assumption, both a
and a low metallicity case (Z/Z¯ = 1/5 and 1/20) have been
considered. That is, I have used the two boundary conditi
PFE(M = −0.7)= 0 andPFE(M = −1.3)= 0, and the varia-
tion they produce in the result to compute representative e
bars. The resulting variation is about one-half of the variat
due to the uncertainty in theSFR. If rocky planets can easily
form around stars with extremely low metallicity because
high levels of fractionation during planet formation, then t
lower limit used here,Z/Z¯ = 1/20, may not be low enough.

These linear metallicity variations yield error estimates
other possibilities exist. The masses of Earth-like planets
the ability of a stellar system to produce them may not be lin
functions of metallicity. For example, there may be a stron
nonlinear dependence on metallicity such as a metallicity thre
old below which Earths do not form and above which they alw
do. If that were the case then thePFRplotted in Fig. 2C would
shift to the right or left depending on where the threshold is

In this analysis I have assumed that the moons of hot Jup
do not accrete into Earth-like planets. This speculation has
been explored in any detail. If true, hot Jupiters would dest
Earths but would also help create alternative sites for life. Ho
ever, the delayed onset of planet formation compared to
formation derived here would be largely unchanged.

The cratering history of the Moon tells us that the Earth und
went an early intense bombardment by planetesimals and co
from its formation 4.55 Gyr ago until∼3.8 Gyr ago. For the first
0.5 Gyr, the bombardment was so intense (temperatures so
that the formation of early life may have been frustrated (Ma
and Stevensen 1988). The earliest isotopic evidence for life d
from the end of this heavy bombardment∼3.9 billion years ago
(Mojzsiset al. 1996). Thus, life on Earth seems to have aris
as soon as temperatures permitted (Lazcano and Miller 199

To interpret Fig. 2C as the age distribution for life in th
Universe several assumptions need to be made. Among
are:

1. Life is based on molecular chemistry and cannot be ba
on just hydrogen and helium.

2. The dominant harbors for life in the Universe are on
surfaces of Earths in classical habitable zones.

3. Other time-dependent selection effects which promot
hamper the formation of life (supernovae rate?, gamma

bursts?, cluster environments?) are not as important as the metal-
licity selection effect discussed here (Norris 2000).
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4. Life is long-lived. If life goes extinct on planets then th
PFRneeds to have its oldest tail chopped off to represent o
existing life.

6. DISCUSSION

This paper is an attempt to piece together a consistent sce
from the most recent observations of extrasolar planets, the
formation rate of the Universe, and the metallicity evolution
the star-forming regions of the Universe. The precision of al
these data sets is improving rapidly. With more than 2000 s
now being surveyed, we expect more than∼100 giant planets to
be detected in the next few years. The metallicities of target
are also under investigation. Thus, the uncertainties in the m
licities of target stars and stars hosting planets will be redu
(reducing the error bars in both the numerator and denomin
of Eq. (1)).

Planet–planet interactions may explain the hot Jupiter–h
metallicity correlation but at least two other (nonmutually exc
sive) explanations exist: (1) metallicity-enhanced migration
giants in protoplanetary disks (e.g., Murrayet al.1998) and (2)
infall of metal-rich accretion disks onto the host stars, prec
tated by the in-spiraling of large planets (e.g., Gonzalez 19
Quillen and Holman 2000). The infall of metallicity-enhanc
material probably occurs in all migration or interaction scen
ios. However, if the outer convective zones of G dwarfs are th
enough to mix and dilute this material (Laughlin and Ada
1997) then the analysis done here requires no significant mo
cation for metallicity enhancement. If the dilution is not effecti
then the observed metallicity of a star will not be a faithful ind
cator of the star’s true metallicity and therefore will not be a go
indicator of the probability to produce Earths as assumed h

The results obtained here for the metallicity and age dis
butions of Earth-like planets in the Universe are easily testa
Over the next decade or two, intensive efforts will be focused
finding Earths in the solar neighborhood. Microsecond inter
ometry (SIM) and even higher angular resolution infrared in
ferometry (TPF and IRSI-DARWIN) as well as micro-lensin
planet searches (PLANET) and high sensitivity transit photo
etry (COROT) all have the potential to detect Earth-like plan
These efforts will eventually yield metalllicity and age distrib
tions for the host stars of Earth-like planets that can be comp
to Figs. 1 and 2C. In addition, Figs. 1 and 2C can be used to fo
these efforts.
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